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Bidvest Wits

1. #24 Technically good, runs at the defenders in the final 3rd.

2. #20 plays higher up the pitch, Wits go 3 at the back essentially.

3. GoalKicks, #20 goes high and Wits go 3 @ the back, across the
box.

4. #29 makes direct passes in behind the opposition LB

5. #6 drops deep in between the back 4 to collect the ball.

6. #6 makes runs into opposition final 3rd, runs from deep.

TUKS

1. #72 makes all his runs from deep inside to outside into the right
hand channel

2. #36 spilled free kicks and shots on a number of occasions

3. TUKS went Man2Man on Corner kicks

4. TUKS press medium pressure in the middle third

5. TUKS dont build up from the back, all goal kicks were direct

6. #22 went high and was caught on the transition with direct balls in behind him, clear instructions

from Wits to make runs in behind the LB, this happened a number of times.

1st Half

Wits

1. 2nd half #17 dropped deeper to allow #10 more space between
the lines

2. #25 came on immedialty at half time for #14

3. #9 sent off in 59th minute, so changed the game, and #10 then
scored a few minutes later

4. #15 came on for #6 in the 93rd minute, #28 came on for #10 in
89th minute, so wont show changes on images

TUKS

1. Immedialty substituted #22 for #5 after the goal, went to 3 @ the
back against opposition lone striker #25

2. #12 went higher up the pitch as a forward and #11 dropped deeper.

3. #24 did well in shielding the back 4 and 3, #5 added some creativity in the 2nd half, but they couldnt penetrate the Wits defence.

2nd Half
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